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Based on the studies and results of experimental programs performed since 1967 in the
CRAC, then SILENE facilities, the CEA has devised a methodology for criticality accident
studies. This methodology integrates all the main focuses of its approach, from criticality
accident phenomenology to emergency planning and response, and thus includes aspects
such as criticality alarm detector triggering, airborne releases, and irradiation risk assessment.
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1. Introduction preparing possible actions for return to a subcritical
state.

As part of the organization it has set up to prevent Experiments conducted at the CEA's Valduc
risk of criticality [11, the CEA has developed a set of laboratory, first in the CRAC facility (from 1967
decisionmaking and assessment aids for criticality to 1972) 2] then in the SILENE reactor (from 1974 to
managers. These tools include written guides that present) 3 were designed to reproduce accidental
evoke regulatory principles and precautions relevant to criticality excursions resulting from divergence of a
criticality safety. highly enriched uranium solution. The key focuses of

A similar approach is now being applied to these programs were:
criticality accidents. It entails: 0 criticality accident physics and understanding

• proposing a methodology to provide suitable of accident behavior mechanisms, with the
input for safety assessments as part of criticality accompanying development of computerized
accident studies, safety assessment models;

• drawing on state-of-the-art knowhow to devise 0 accident detection capabilities, including timely
guides that review every aspect of a criticality triggering of criticality alarms for immediate
accident, evacuation of workers potentially exposed to

• improving the means available to managers for radiation;
emergency preparedness planning and 0 study of airborne releases, by measuring the
response, relevant fission gases and aerosols and

• ensuring ftirther training efforts and regular estimating their impact on human populations
drilling of emergency response teams, and the environment;

• sharing knowledge and pooling the resources at 0 "dosimetry," i.e. determination of doses due to
the international level. accident-induced neutron and gamma radiation

and of dose levels at different distances from
This approach amply relies on data from multiple the source, for irradiation risk assessment;

experiments conducted since 1967 on criticality 0 radiobiology as it applies to treatment of acute
accidents and their consequences, using CRAC and irradiation resulting from the complex radiation
SILENE test facilities. fields emitted by criticality accidents;

M emergency response, whose immediate
2. Recap of CRAC and SILENE program objectives concerns are evacuating personnel, rapidly

grouping exposed workers, training emergency
The purpose of studying criticality phenomena and teams to deal with emergencies and quenching

modeling them in dedicated computer codes is to the accident by return to subcritical conditions.
describe various accidents postulated to occur in a Such provisions must be incorporated into
given experimental or industrial process. This means onsite and offsite emergency response plans.
assessing radiation risks to operators, specif�ririg
accident detection capabilities, evaluating the long Figure I shows a summary of the topics covered by
term behavior of critical configurations, estimating CEA research programs.
their consequences in terms of radiological impact and
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accident studies proposes two. approaches, which are
illustrated in Figure 2 Choice of one or the other
depends on whether the goal is an order-of-magnitude
estimate of accident characteristics, obtainable from
simplified models, or the accurate calculations
resulting from a precise criticality scenario and
configuration.

FAW NYM ------------------------

Fig.1 Scope of criticality accident studies.
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Results of CRAC and SILENE experiments have m
been brought to the attention of the international q�� - Stan" (KWVF;

community 41 [5] and widely used for modeling 6]. -i�i d.LI -77
3. Development of a guide to criticality accident
studies

The CEA has identified a need for assembling the
vast body of existing knowhow on criticality studies in
methodological-type synthesis documents or help
guides for performance of the studies required in safety
assessments of its own research facilities.

The information used in these documents is
compiled from results of both French studies and )ORION

research in other countries as well as the lessons
learned from criticality accidents recorded worldwide.

Recent synthesis efforts have centered on the EDAC
criticality detection system 7] developed by the CEA
and on studies of radionuclide releases [8].

Within three years, the guide currently in Fig.2 Flow diagram of a criticality accident study.

preparation should provide all the information needed
to define specifications or to perform for a criticality 4. Emergency preparedness, response and training
accident study, under the following headings: actions

Criticality accident phenomenology,
Current state-of-the-art, as exemplified by To supplement te work described above, the CEA
experimental results and criticality accident is currently placing emphasis on emergency
experience, preparedness planning and response.
Approach to criticality accidents This entails two types of actions specifically geared
methodology, to national and local response:

M devising synthesis documents known asAccident physics modeling (trends in power, It
energy and temperature over time), emergency checklists" that provide team
Risk of direct exposure to neutron and gamma leaders with essential crisis management
radiation, inforination. This may include, for each major
Contamination and exposure risks associated type of medium potentially involved in an
with fission gas releases: radiological impact, accident (powder, solution, metal, fuel rods in
Effects of biological shielding and other water, etc.), a recap of envelope scenarios and
materials present in nuclear facilities, their foreseeable outcomes, models for rapidly
Detection systems and related provisions for estimating accident consequences, and
these facilities, measuring devices used to predict accident

behavior;Emergency preparedness planning and
response measures, another more pragmatic focus concerns the
Training drills, training provided to the various possible players
Lessons learned from past accidents and in a criticality accident, and organization of
incidents, regular emergency drills.
etc. Personnel are then trained to know what

The chapter devoted to methodologies for criticality measures to take inside the facility (e.g.
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criticality alarms) and how to recover exposed on Physics abnd methods in Criticality Safety, 34,
workers (medical and other aspects). Sept. 19-23,1993 - Nashville, TN.
At the SILENE reactor facility, practical drills 4) P. LECORCHE, R.L. SEALE, Review of the
with reproduction of a criticality accident are Experiments Performed to Determine the
organized annually, to help train the health Radiological Consequences of a Criticality
physicists and radiobiologists responsible for Accident, Oak Ridge, TN, Y-CDC-12 1973).
worker dose estimates, using techniques such as 5) F. BARBRY, P. FOUILLAUD, "Criticality
neutron-activation of detectors, sodium or Accident Studies and Research Performed in the
integument activation or biological dosimetry. VaIduc Criticality Laboratory, France," IAEA

International Conference On Topical Issues in
5. International partnerships Nuclear Safety, nternational Atomic Energy

Agency, Vienna, Austria 3 -6 September 200 )
On two separate occasions, the SILENE reactor has 6) Y. NOMURA, "Theoretical Derivation of

been made available to the international community for Simplified Evaluation Models for the First Peak of
intercomparisons of criticality accident dosimetry a Criticality Accident in Nuclear Fuel Solution,"
data 9]. Nuclear Technology, Vol. 13 1, July 2000

Results of experiments performed in CRAC and 7) L. REVERDY, "CAAS - An Expert Working
SILENE are regularly forwarded to the OECD for use Group Revisits the Safety Files for the French
as benchmarks in qualifying computer codes. The CEA Nuclear Industry," Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear
also plans to participate in drafting ISO standards [IO] Criticality Safety, ICNC'03, Tokai-Mura, Japan,
on issues linked to criticality accident studies - yet Oct. 20-24, 2003
another way to share with others the fruit of its 8) L. REVERDY, P. FOUILLAUD, "Guide d'dtude
experience. d'impact radiologique en cas d'accident de criticitd",

CEA/DPSN, 2003
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